As the identified number of Jupiter's moons has skyrocketed to 79, some of them have been regrouped. In this work, we continue to identify the potential distributions of the physical characteristics of Jupiter's irregular moons. By using nonparametric Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests, we verified more than 20 commonly used distributions and found that surprisingly, almost all the physical characteristics (i.e., the equatorial radius, equatorial circumference, circumference, volume, mass, surface gravity and escape velocity) of the moons in the Ananke and Carme groups follow log-logistic distributions. Additionally, more than half of the physical characteristics of the moons in the Pasiphae group are theoretically subject to this type of distribution. Combined with strict analytical derivations, it is increasingly clear and possible to anticipate that the physical characteristics of most irregular moons follow log-logistic distributions with the discovery of an increasing number of Jupiter's irregular moons.
Introduction
As the largest planet in the solar system, Jupiter is known to have at least 79 moons (see [1] for more details); this structure is similar to that of the solar system. The study of Jupiter and its moons may help or inspire understanding of the origin and evolution of Jupiter, its moons and even the Sun. In recent years, many researchers have shown great interest in the distribution and origin of Jupiter's natural satellites (see [2] - [9] and the references therein).
Generally, Jupiter's natural satellites can be grouped into regular moons and irregular moons according to their orbital inclination and direction of rotation around the planet. The regular moons have nearly circular prograde orbits and low inclination, which suggests that their orbits are close to Jupiter's equator.
In contrast, the orbits of the irregular moons have relatively high eccentricity and inclination, and they are far away from Jupiter and often follow retrograde orbits. These irregular moons are believed to have been at least partially formed by the collision of asteroids captured by Jupiter's gravitational field [3] - [5] , or by the complex interaction of gravitation of the several giant planets [6] - [7] . Ronnet et al. [8] hypothesized that there is a planetesimal reservoir at the outer edge of Jupiter's gap, where captured solids are trapped and where Jupiter's moons are gradually formed. The capture of the solids may have been caused by the energy loss of a planetesimal inside Jupiters Hill sphere. In addition to the captured irregular satellites, there is another possibility of irregular satellite formation/collision. Several compact clusters of orbits around Jupiter, supported by color similarities, have been indicated to have a common origin [10] .
In 1766, Titius proposed a simple geometric rule based on the orbital radii of the planets in the solar system, which was then summarized by Bode of the Berlin Observatory into an empirical formula called the Titius-Bode law. This formula, which correctly predicted the orbits of Uranus and Ceres in the asteroid belt [14] - [17] , and this formula was later extended by other researchers [11] - [13] . However, due to the lack of strict theoretical explanations, many astronomers now believe that this law is just a coincidence. It has even been rejected by some researchers, even though similar issues that may exist in other planetary systems remain unresolved [18] .
Although we also agree that the Titius-Bode law is just a pure assumption without a strict theoretical basis, it can be adapted to study the distributions of some regular moons. Over the past year, with the discovery of a large number of Jupiter's moons, we are motivated to investigate the distributions of the physical characteristics of Jupiter's irregular moons. Of course, we do not present a hypothesis but rather strictly examine whether there are some statistical laws governing the irregular moons. Previously, there were only 45 irregular members in the three major groups of Jupiter's moons (see [19] for details): 15 moons in the Carme group, 11 moons in the Ananke group and 19 moons in the Pasiphae group. Gao et al. [2] proposed the t location-scale distribution and Weibull distribution are the main distributions of the four physical characteristics of the equatorial radius, mass, surface gravity and escape velocity. Moreover, they believed that if future observations allow for an increase in the number of Jupiter's moons, the distributions may change slightly but would not change significantly for a long time. The total number of irregular moons has increased from the previous 45 to the current 54 in Jupiter's three major groups, of which 14 moons have been updated: 9 have been newly discovered and 5 have been regrouped. More precisely, the Carme In addition to the 5 newly accepted satellites in the Ananke group, 3 newly discovered members (S/2017 J3, S/2017 J7 and S/2017 J9) also joined the Ananke group, making the total number of moons in this group soar to 19. In this paper, based on the above three updated major groups of Jupiter's moons and 21 commonly used distribution functions (see Appendix A), we investigate the distribution rules with respect to the seven physical characteristics of irregular moons by using one-sample nonparametric Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) tests (see [20] for details) and the maximum likelihood estimation method. These seven physical characteristics are the equatorial radius, equatorial circumference, volume, surface area, surface gravity, mass and escape velocity. In addition, it is noted that the seven physical characteristics are not completely independent, which will help us to verify the rationality of the results obtained by statistical inference through strict analytical derivation.
Principle of statistical inference
A nonparametric test is a method to infer the type of population distribution by using sample data when the population variance is unknown or poorly understood. Because this method does not involve the parameters of a population distribution in the process of inference, it is called a 'non-parametric' test.
This method can be used to infer whether the population from which the sample comes follows a certain theoretical distribution.
If F n (x) = i/n (i = 1, 2, · · · , n) is a frequency distribution function of observations from n random samples, then it represents the number of all observations less than or equal to the value of x. F (x) denotes the theoretical cumulative distribution function (CDF) of a population, i.e. the value of F (x) represents the proportion of those expected results that are less than or equal to the value of x. The aforementioned K-S test is a nonparametric test method that compares the frequency distribution F n (x) with the theoretical distribution F (x) or the distribution of two observations. The difference between F n (x) and F (x) is defined as follows: (1) D n = sup x |F n (x) − F (x)|.
If F n (x) and F (x) are close enough for each value of x, i.e., D n → 0 when n → +∞, then these two functions have a high degree of fitting, and it is reasonable to believe that the sample data come from the population following the theoretical distribution F (x). The K-S test focuses on the largest deviation in equation (1), and an evaluation can be made with the help of constructed statistics. To this end, two opposite hypotheses are proposed, namely, the null hypothesis H 0 and the alternative hypothesis H 1 . H 0 is the hypothesis that the sample comes from a specific distribution. It is an event that is likely to occur in one test. The alternative hypothesis H 1 is usually assigned to an event that is highly unlikely to occur in one test. The detailed procedures of the K-S test are listed as follows:
(I). Establish the hypotheses:
(II). Calculate the statistics: D n .
(III). Determine the critical value: a critical value D n,α can be obtained according to the given significance level α (usually set to 0.05 or 0.01) and the sample size n.
(IV). Make the judgment: H 0 cannot be rejected at the α level when D n < D n,α . Otherwise, H 0 should be rejected.
It is noted from step (III) that the level α needs to be specified first before one can continue the pro- to several distributions are all greater than α and the differences are large, the distribution with the largest p-value is selected as the best-fit inferred distribution. If all the p-values are greater than α and are close to each other, the confidence interval is also taken into account, and the corresponding distribution is selected as the best-fit distribution.
3. Distribution inference based on different groups of Jupiter's moons 3.1. Ananke group. Based on one-sample K-S tests and maximum likelihood estimation, the results of statistical inference on the aforementioned seven physical characteristics of irregular moons can be found
in Tables A1-A4 i1n Appendix A. The best-fit distributions of the physical characteristics are summarized   in Table 1 . All the physical characteristics follow a log-logistic distribution, and their p-values are approximately 0.8, except that the p-value for the surface gravity is less than 0.5 but much greater than 0.05.
Therefore, it is clear that the log-logistic distribution is the best-fit distribution to describe the physical characteristics in the Ananke group. The probability distribution function (PDF) of the log-logistic distribution has the following form:
where µ is the mean of the logarithmic values and σ is the scale parameter of the logarithmic values.
As seen from Table 2 and Tables A5-A8 in Appendix A for more details), the p-values corresponding to escape velocity in the t location-scale distribution and the log-logistic distribution are close to each other and are approximately equal to 0.5996 and 0.5222, respectively. However, the confidence interval corresponding to a t location-scale distribution is more dispersed than that of a log-logistic distribution; thus, the best-fit distribution of the escape velocity may be a t location-scale distribution or log-logistic distribution. The remaining six physical characteristics all follow log-logistic distributions. Similar to the results for the Ananke group, the p-values of the first two physical characteristics (i.e., the equatorial radius and equatorial circumference) in the Carme group are approximately equal to 0.66 because they are not independent and have a linear relationship. Table 3 and Tables A9-A12 in Appendix A for more details), all the best-fit distributions of the equatorial radius, equatorial circumference, surface gravity and escape velocity are still log-logistic distributions. The volume follows a generalized Pareto distribution, which has been widely used in many fields, such as extreme value analysis, insurance loss fitting and financial risk management [21] - [22] . This distribution has three parameters: σ is the scale parameter, k is the shape parameter, and θ is the position parameter. The surface area and mass follow inverse Gaussian distributions with two parameters: µ represents the mean and λ is a shape parameter. However, V and S in this group obviously have larger and different p-values. Although the first two physical characteristics (R and C) in the Pasiphae group are the same as those in the Ananke and Carme groups, both characteristics follow log-logistic distributions, and the p-values in the respective groups are approximately equal due to their linear relationships.
To facilitate comparisons, in Table 4 , we summarize the best-fit distributions of the seven physical characteristics for the three groups. In the Ananke and Carme groups, almost all these characteristics follow log-logistic distributions, and the physical characteristics R, C, and S as well as the escape velocity also follow this distribution in the Pasiphae group. However, we note that although the physical characteristics S and mass follow an inverse Gaussian distribution, V follows a generalized Pareto distribution in the Pasiphae group. It can also be found from Tables A10 and A11 in Appendix A that these three physical characteristics also have large c4orresponding p-values of 0.6573, 0.5969 and 0.6707 for the log-logistic distribution, respectively. It is believed that with the discovery of new moons in this group in the future, the log-logistic distribution will also be one of the best-fit distributions. 
Comparison of the best-fit distributions of physical characteristics with [2]
Since five members of the three major satellite groups have been regrouped and nine new members have joined, the best-fit distribution of the physical characteristics obtained in this paper is compared with that in [2] in this section. Note that the data in [2] use a different notation than this paper, that is, the data corresponding to the surface gravity and mass are multiplied by 10 2 and divided by 10 13 , respectively. To be consistent with [2] , we also deal with the data accordingly. Due to the large difference in p-value between the two papers, we also only retain four decimal places for the p-values in Table 5 , in this case corresponding to 0.0000. In addition, only nine continuous distributions were selected in [2] to test the equatorial radius, surface gravity, mass and escape velocity of the four physical characteristics, without loss of generality. The 21 conventional distributions mentioned in Appendix A are still used here.
As shown in Table 5 , all four physical characteristics in the Ananke group follow a log-logistic distribution in this paper, and each of their p-values is larger than the corresponding p-value in [2] . In the Carme group, in addition to the escape velocity following a t location-scale distribution or log-logistic distribution, the other three physical characteristics also follow log-logistic distributions, while for the surface gravity and mass, the null hypothesis in [2] is rejected, and the remaining two physical characteristics follow a t location-scale distribution. For the Pasiphae group, in addition to the mass following the inverse Gaussian distribution, the other three physical characteristics also follow the log-logistic distribution; the four physical characteristics all follow the Weibull distribution in [2] . The p-value of the distribution of the combined distribution is much larger than in [2] . For example, the p-value of the equatorial radius is 0.6575, while the p-value is only 0.0859 in [2] .
We know that the log-logistic distribution is often used to analyze survival data, and its shape is similar to that of the log-normal and Weibull distributions [23] - [25] . The logarithmic log-normal distribution is also known as the normal distribution (or Gaussian distribution) [26] , and even a log-logistic distribution can generate a Weibull distribution [27] . Therefore, it can be determined that although the irregular satellites have been regrouped and the number has increased, they follow similar shape distributions, as shown in both the present paper (Figures 1-3 ) and [2] . Let the statistically predicted PDF of R be f pre,R . Note that the derivative of R is
Then the PDF of V can be rewritten as
. Table 1 shows that V and R follow log-logistic distributions with parameters (3.17586, 1.10596) and (0.582917, 0.364002), respectively. Then, the PDF of V can be obtained analytically by the statistically predicted PDF of R as follows:
From equation (2), the statistically predicted PDF of V can be written as
As shown in Figure 4 , the analytically derived f ana,V is in good agreement with the statistically predicted
In the same way, based on R = (3V /4π) 1 3 , we can also analytically derive the distribution of R from the statistically predicted distribution of V as follows:
Thus, the PDF of R is analytically obtained as follows:
Correspondingly, the statistically predicted PDF of R can be written as
Then, the statistically predicted and analytically derived PDFs of R are shown in Figure 5 . These PDFs match well with each other.
In addition, due to the linear relationship between C and R, the PDF of R derived from the distribution of C by the aforementioned method must be consistent with the result of the statistically predicted PDF of R (see Figure 6 ).
Note that there is a mathematical relationship R = S/4π between R and the surface area. Let the statistically predicted PDF of S be f pre,S and the analytically derived distribution of R be f ana,R . Then, we have
As shown in Table 1 , both R and S follow log-logistic distributions with parameters (0.582917, 0.364002) and (3.69694, 0.727939), respectively. Then, the analytically derived PDF of R becomes
Combining equations (9) and (11), Figure 7 shows the statistically predicted and analytically derived PDFs of R. They are in good agreement with each other. Similarly, the PDFs of S can be analytically derived from the distribution of R. Then, we have
Note that the statistically predicted PDF of S can be written as
These two PDFs are illustrated in Figure 8 and obviously match very well. is relatively compact, so we believe that with the discovery of more moons belonging to this group, this distribution will be a potential distribution with a very high probability, not only because the current physical characteristics almost follow this distribution in the Ananke group and Carme group. Therefore, we now test the consistency of the physical characteristics of the Pasiphae group when they follow log-logistic distributions from the perspective of analytical derivation and statistical prediction.
According to Figures 13-16 , it is found that the degree of agreement in the PDF curves between the statistically predicted and analytically derived distributions is much better than those shown in Figures 11 and 12, respectively. 
Conclusions
Based on 21 commonly used continuous distributions, we apply K-S tests and maximum likelihood estimation to analyze the best-fit distributions of seven physical characteristics of the irregular moons in Jupiter's three major groups. These seven physical characteristics of the moons are the equatorial radius, equatorial circumference, volume, surface area, surface gravity, mass and escape velocity. The results of the statistical inference show that all seven physical characteristics of the moons in the Ananke group follow log-logistic distributions, and six physical characteristics of the moons in the Carme group also follow this distribution except the escape velocity, which follows a t location-scale distribution or log-logistic distribution. In addition, more than half of the physical characteristics of the moons in the Pasiphae group also follow log-logistic distributions. This phenomenon may be due to the clear decrease in the number of moons in the Pasiphae group after regrouping. We believe that this phenomenon will become more apparent as more Jupiter's moons belonging to the Pasiphae group are discovered. Compared with the results in [2] , it is found that the distributions in this paper are much better and more consistent in describing the physical characteristics of Jupiter's moons, and the p-value is much larger in the current Pasiphae group.
Considering that all the physical features are not necessarily independent, the PDFs of relevant physical characteristics can also be obtained through strict analytical derivation and compared with the statistical prediction results. Therefore, the rationality of these distributions is further proven to some extent, especially the log-logistic distribution in this paper, which can describe the physical characteristics of most of Jupiter's irregular moons well, and we expect that this distribution will be helpful for future research on Jupiter's moons that are poorly understood or have not been discovered.
Appendix A.
Results of statistical inference
See Tables A1-A12 . 
